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Travel-Highlights
«antique & modern»
A guided culture round trip through the century show you the «bella Napoli» and
the contrasts of the city. You will also taste the Neapolitan traditional streetfood
with our competent guide through the tasty food walk tour.

«verticale»
Paul Klee described Positano as «the only vertical place in the world» - the perfect
stay to start your days out. The charm of this place will overcome you too!

«theatrical»
A hidden bay, you can reach with a private boat, will be a stage for you, Capri in
the horizon the backstage. The sound of the sea and the delicious and wonderful
local food will amaze you.

«up & down»
The steps are indispensable not only in the locations on the coast but also in the
steep vineyards that take you to different levels with terraces full of vines and
lemons. You will discover some eneological treasures visiting a winery on the
Amalfi coast.

«picturesque & rich of imagination»
You will discover a piece of the coastline in a different prospect – on a boat from
Naples to Sorrento or in a trip from Positano to Capri, in the car to Amalfi and
Maiori, by foot … with or out paintbrush and canvas.

«sour»
«Where the lemons bloom» - already for Goethe the lemons have been a symbol for
this landscape. You will get surprised from a lemon grove, the way it still is very
alike.

«chic & natural»
That capri is a chic place is a legend. Famous are the sumptuous villas of the
previous century. The typical vegetation of the island enchants you with a natural
walk through the nature and gardens away from the tourists.
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… and

>

Villa Kempff will inspire you with its artistic garden

>

you will climb through «the path of gods» in the fantastic nature with a breathtaking view

>

in a mediterranean garden you will admire the splendour of the plants having a snack to the end

Ulimengo-Bricks
>

4 nights in a private villa or a small hotel in Positano selected by Ulimengo

>

2 nights in an elegant hotel in Naples selected by Ulimengo

>

a day out to Ravello or Ischia, all 45 minutes away with the boat from Positano

>

dining in restaurants in Naples, Positano and Sorrento selected by Ulimengo

>

cooking lesson with the positanese chef Rosaria

Arrival & Hotel
Arrival in Naples must be done individually. We will suggest you a hotel selected by Ulimengo in Naples,
Positano or other places in the Costiera.

Courier
You will be accompanied by Ursula Prügger one of the two holders of Ulimengo and / or our swisspositanese Natalie.

Costs
The cost of the services above amount Euro 970.00 a person VAT included. Ulimengo-Bricks are to book
seperatly and will be a extra charge.

Information & Registration
The details of the program will be given by inquiry. Contact us by phone or e-mail.

©ursula.pruegger@ulimengo.it
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